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THE CONTROL TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

tr'unction-The S.B. control telephone system links up the various B.B.C. stations
throughout the countrv and although plimarilv intended for the use of the engineering stafi
is also in fa,irlv constant demand for general communication between the various stations
and offices via, their P.B.Xs.
The lines are rented from the Post Office as individual links connecting adjacent B.B.C.
stations, e.g. Leeds-Newcastle, Newcastle-Edinburgh, Eclinburgh-Glasgow, etc., and the
Post, Office guarantees successful communication onlv over t,he individunl links.
The facilities required by the B.B.C., however, very often involve the use of a number
of these links in tandem and the ilecessary switching to permit of through communication
is performed at tire intermediate B.B.C.

stations.

As a general rule, horvever, communications

involving the interconnection of more than two links in tandern would be irupossible without
the provision of additional amplification. Telephone repeater equipment is, therefore,
installecl for this purpose at certain of the B.B.C. stat'ions.

General Conditions of Working-The transmission equivalent of the individual linhs,
including the local ends, is generally o{ the orcler of 10 db., but provicled that the extension
equipment, including the telephones at both enils of the circuit, is maintailed in a reasonably
efficient condition, speech can be quite intelligible as long as the overall transmission equivalent of the c.ircuit,. exclusive of the losses ir-r the P.B.Xs. anrl ext'ension equipment, does not
exceed 30 clb. As a general rule, irorver-er, a lo*,er overall equivalent than this is attempted
in order to permit of the use of relatively long P.B.X. extensions, as, for example, those at
London connecting'wit,h Nightingale Sqtrare, Avenue House and Tatsfield.
In order to preserve an adequate speech/noise ratio it' is necessary to ensure that the level
of the transmission is not allowecl at, an-y point to fall to a value more than 30 db. below bhat
normally available at the sending end of the line. Other conditions necessary to ensure
satisfactory transmission are freodom from echo. cross-talk and phase clistcrtion.
It, mav be obser.ved that in practice echo considerations fix the limit to the distance
over which communication is practicable in t'he case of the medium-heavy loacled 2-wire
circuits u'hic,h provide the greater part of the S.B. control systenl. On such circuits, even
where thel- have been designed as a whole and are mtrintained b1' a single organisation, as in
the case of the Post Ofiice, communication is geuerallv not' practicabie. clue to excessive echo,
ovet distances exceeding 400 miles. For the l)urpose of communication over dist,ances
greater than this, 4-wire working is commonly aclopted in rvhich separate circuits are used for
eommunication iu the two directions and are onlv cornbined into a 2-wire circuit at the trunk

I

terminal ofiices.
The line distance from Plymout,h to Aberdeen, via London, is about 726 miles and includes more than 427 miles of medium-heavy loatled 2-rvire circuits. This distance will, of
course, be considerably increased by the extension of the system to Invernoss. It will thusbe
appreciated tliat in a large number of instances courmunication over the S.B. controllines
involves the use of circuits approaching in length the extreme practicable limit. In such
cases sllccessful communication is rendered possible only bv bhe observance of certain rules
in the use of the lines and equipment and upon a grade of maintenance if anything more
exacting than that normally received by such circuits in general practice.
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Construction of Lines-The majority of the individual links, as stated above, are
constructed o{ 2-wire medium-heavy Ioaded circuits. These consist of 40-lb. per mile or
lighter gauge conductors in underground cable, loaded with 177 mI[. coils at intervals of 2,000
yards. Such circuits are repeatered by the Post Office every 100 miles or so, and are usually
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equipped at the terrninal exchanges with repeating coils. Thel- transmit efiectively up to a
frequency of about 2,200 c7s and have a characteristic impedance over the greater part of
the frequency range of about 1,600 ohms. The repeating coils inserted at the Post Office
terminal exchanges have a ratio so chosen as to reduce the line impedance approximately to
the Post Ofiice stanclard office impedance of 600 ohms. Typical attenuation-{requency and
imped.ance-frequency characteristics for a repeatered section of this type of circuit, actually
for the Birmingham-Bristol link, are given in Figure 1. The excursions of the actual curves
from the mean crtrves in the case of the impedance characteristics are the result, of echo
currents set up by impeclance imegularities along the line and by reflection a,t the intermediate
repeater points and at the far end of the line. The attenuation occurring in such a circuit
is of the order of 0.16 db. per mile at 1,000 c/s.

In the case of transmitting stations a reserve music transmitter tie-line is generally used
for control purposes. Such lines are either lightly loaded to a high cut-ofi or else &re nonIoaded. They are never repeatered by the Post Office when used as control lines and as a
rule do not include terminal repeating coils. Music-loaded circuits generally consist of 40-Ib
per mile conductors in underground cable loaded with 16 mII. coils every 2,000 yards. These
circuits have a cut-ofi at about 10,000 c/s and a, characteristic impedance oYer the voice
frequency band of approximately 600 ohms. Typical impedance-frequency and attenuation-
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frequency characteristics for a section of this type of circuit, actually for the Bristol-W.R.T.
Iink, are shown in tr'igure 2. The attenuation is of the order of 0.35 db. per mile at 1,000 c/s.
+6ffi-
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Non-loaded music circuits generally consist of 40-lb. per mile or heaYier gauge conduct,ors

in underground cable having no defi.nite cut-ofi frequency and an impedanco which varies
widely over the voice frequency band about a mean value of the order of 500 ohms.
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Typical charasteristics for such lines, actually for the London-N.R.T. tie-lines, are giYen
in Figure 3. The attenuation is of the order of 0.75 db. per mile at I,000 cis.
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It will be noted that the attenuation

of ruusic-loaded circuits is very much greater than
o{ the same gauge and length, while the attenuacircuits
medium-heavy
loaded
speech
that of
non-loaded
is
higher
still.
tion of
circuits
The local ends usually consist of 20-Ib. per mile non-loaded pairs. The attenuation
introduced b5, the local ends depends upon the proximity of the terminal exchange and normally amounts to only about 2 db., but in the case of London it is rather higher than this.

Typical Level Diagram-A level diagram for a typical S.B. control circuit, actually
that from L.R.T.-W.R,.T. in both directions (as at the date of issue of this instruction). is
shov'n in f ig. 4.
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The line is made up of non-loaded and unrepeatered music tie-line connecting L.R.T.
and London, a section of medium-heavy loaded cirquit repeatered by the Post Office at
tr'enny Stratford and Birmingham connecting the B.B.C. stations at London and Birmingham,
a section of medium-heavy loaded circuit between Birmingham and Bristol repeatered by the
Post Ofiice at Gloucester, and a section of music-loaded circuit unrepeatered connecting
Bristol and W.R,.T. It will be observed that repeating coils are inserted by the B.B.C.
only when the lines do not include repeating coils at the Post Ofiice terminal exchanges.
The overall equivalent of the line in each direction is prevented from exceeding 25 db.,
and the volume at no point allowed to reach a value o{ 30 db. below the sending end volume,
by the insertion of repeaters at the B.B.C. stations at London and Bristol. Both repeaters
are operated at approximately their maximum gain.
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Working Gain of Amplifiers

(Contd.)

O.B. amplifier at -l-4 db. In these circumstances the O.B. amplifier is required to introduce
a gain of approximately 50 db.
In extreme cases, however, the volume in the input to the O.B. amplifier might be as
low as -60 db. and the volume sent to line as high as +I0 db., and the O.B. amplifier might
thus be required to provide a gain of as much as 70 db. The new O.B. amplifiers have been
designed to enable them to contend with this extreme condition, brt' certain of the old,er types
of amplifi,ers still in use d,re restricteil both in respect of the gai,n aaai,lable and of the capacity
of thei,r output stage.

'B ' Amplifiers-For the purpose of line-up it is assumed that the programme in the
'A' or 'D ' amplifier at an originating station will normally be at a volume of
10 db., and to provide an adequate range of volume control the control potentiometer is set so
-

output of an

db. The gain of the ' B ' amplifier is then adjusted so
to raise its output, to the standard volume, which in the normal case is + l0 db., but at
Maida YaIe is zero. In the normal case, therefore, the 'B' amplifi.er operates at a gain of
40 db. and at Maida VaIe at a gain of 30 db.
as to introduce a loss of approximahely 20

as

'A ' Amplifiers-In the diagram the volump

shown

at the input to the 'A' amplifior

45 db. and the amplif.er operates at a gain of 35 db. in order to provide a volume in its
output of - 10 db. In the worst case, however, where the volume at the input of the 'A'
amplifier might be - 60 db., a gain of 50 db. would have to be provided. 'A' amplifiers
for use at studio offices are, therefore, normally designed to have a maximum gain of approxi-

is -

mately 50 db.

at a voltage loss of 6 db. but at Maida
in order to compensate for the lower volume present in the
output of the 'B ' amplifi.er. The gain of the progra,mme meter a,nd trap valve amplifi.ers
is also similarly modif.ed at this station.

'C ' Amplifiers-'C'

amplifiers normally work

Vale theywork at a gain of 4 db.

'D' Amplifiers-The

programme volume present

in the input of a 'D'amplifler

depends, of course, upon the equalised equivalent of the link to which it is connected.
Generally, this, including the ' C ' amplifier at the sending end., will not be greater than 25 db.
but in certain cases it may be as high as 35 db. The ' D' amplifi.er is, therefore, designed
to have a working voltage gain, under the conditions of use at an intermediate station, of

approximately 37 db.
Where, as at originating stations, the ' D ' amplifier is followed by a ' B' amplifier, a
standard 'D' amplifier would be adequate for handling programme incoming at a volume
as low as - 45 db. Thus, if the volume at the sending end is + 4 db., the maximum equalised
equivalent of the line could be as much as 50 db.
On repeatered S.B. links, equalisation is included in the Post Office repeater, but this is
designed to take account oniy of the trunk. circuit and does not include equalisation for the
local ends connecting the B.B.C. ofiices with the trunk system. The equalisation will, therefore, be incomplete, as shown in the diagram, where equalisation at the repeater point is
achieved only to within +2.5 db.
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Working Gain of Amplifiers

(Corttd)

tie-lines are mostly unrepeatered and as
Transmitter ' B ' Amplifiers
-Transmitter
may have an equalised equivalent, including the ' C '
they are often 15 to 20 miles in Iength
amplif.er at the sending end, of as much as 40 db. ' B ' amplifi.ers for use at transmitting
stations, therefore, generally have a higher gain than those at studio ofiices, particularly as
the programme input to the radio transmitter has normally to be at a volume greater than
+ f0 db. In the case of W.B,.T., however, the transmitter tie-Iines incoming from Bristol
are repeatered at Taunton and the overall equalised equivalent is of the order of 20 db. In
this case, therefore, the maximum gairr of the ' B ' amplifier has been reduced to about 40 db.
as compared with the more usual value of approximately 60 db.

Equalisers
The working frequency response characteristic of the entire broadcasting chain is maintained sensibly flat, subject to the line conditions permitting, over a range of frequencies
extending from 30 to 10,000 c/s.
The transmission losses in the lines themselves vary with frequency, the upper frequencies
being much more highly attentuated than the lower. Equalisation is, therefore, necess&ry
in order to secure the desired sensibly flat overall frequency response characteristic.
Equalisers are networks having a loss characteristic which is the counterpart of the response
characteristic of the line and they are always inserted at the receiving end of the line. They
could, of course, be inserted at the sending end and since, in general, this would result in an
increage in the relative level sent to line at the upper frequencies, a definite advantage in the
form of an increased programme/noise ratio would be secured. This advantage is, however,
offsot by a number of serious disadvantages. In the first place, seeing that the line impedance
is a highly complex quantity varying with frequency, it is a much more difficult matter to
design arr equaliser {or use at the sending end than to design one for use at the receiving end,
where it can be arranged always to work into a constant and purely resistive load. X'urthermore, sending-end equalisation involves inserting a large loss between the sending amplifier
and the line, the value of which, at frequencies round about 1,000 c/s would frequently be of
the order of 30 db. The sending amplifier would, therefore, need to be capable of an undistorted output very much greater than that required where the equalisation is caried out
at the receiving end. For example, if the programme power required to be sent to line is
of the order of I mW. and the equalisation necessary amounts in a particular case to 30 db.,
the amplifier would be required to deliver an undistorted output of at least I W !
It would, of course, be possible to compromise by carrying out the equalisation partly
at the sending end and partly at the receiving end and this was indeed the practice adopted
at one time. The use of sending-end equalisation, however, renders it impossible at the
sending end to eheck the quality of the transmission by listening with headphones connected
directly across the line, whereas if the whole of the equalisation is inserted at the receiying
end of the line it is possible, by using high-resistance headphones, to obtain an indication of
the quality actually being sent to line, sufiiciently good for practical monitoring purposes
at O.B. points. Therefore, since the noise level present in the lines available for music
circuits is, in genera,l, at a sufiiciently low level to ensure an adequate programme/noise
ratio, the practice of inserting the equalisation only at the receiving end of the line is now
the standard practice.
6
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characteristic of each will be modifi.ed in exactly the same manner. This course, is, however.
not open to the B.B.C. in the case of medium-heavy loaded circuits since the repeating coils
are already incorporated in the line by the Post Ofiice. X'urthermore, the presence of repeators
along the line, inserted by the Post Office, gives rise to additional echoes which make the
measured impedance curve much more irregular than would be the case for a single nonrepeatered section. The impedance-frequency characteristic, as measured at B.B.C. stations,
of a typical repeatered link of this kind is shown in Figure l, and in such & case it is only
possible to assume the impedance characteristic of the actual line without its repeaters or
repeating coils by calculating the mean smooth curve and to base the network design on this.
In such cases, therefore, it is more than ordinarily difiicult to obtain a satisfactory degree of
balance throughout the frequency band involved.

Fig.
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-['or modium-heavy loaded circuits the balancing network (see -E'igure 6) takes the form of
a parallel circuit LrC, tuned approximately to the cut-ofi frequency of the lino, in series with
a resistance R, of about 16,000 ohms and a condenser C3 of 2 pcX'. The efiect of this combina-

tion is to give an impedance characteristic similar to that of a terminal section of loaded
cable having a length of only 0.2 of a futl loading section. In general the terminal loading
section will be longer than this and to compensate for the difference a capacity C, is added
across the input of the network. The network is precoded by a repeating coil having an
impedance ratio of 2.66:l aeross the input of which can be connected another condenser Q,
to represent the capacity of the local end connecting the B.B.C. station to the terminal trunl'
exchange. The values of L. and C, are fixed but the other oompononts are variable and are
adjusted for the particular iine.

Fig.
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In the case of music-loaded lines of whioh the cut-ofi frequoncy is far higher than that
of a 2-wire repeater, the resonant circuit and the repeating coil can be dispensed with, and a
balancing network of the type shown in X'igure 7, in which all the components are variable,
has been found suitable,

Ftg.
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In the case of non-loadod oables still greater gimplification is possible and a network of
the type shown in X'igure 8, in which again all the elements are made varia,blo, has beeu
found adequato.

